1.8'-6" VERTICAL OPENING
AS PEDESTRIAN OPENING

LATCH WITH LOCK

GATE POST (MIXED)
5" MIN. DIA. @ 10' LENGTH

3.5'-6" LINE POST (WOOD)
MAX. SPACING TO BE 35'-0"
LINE BRACE ASSEMBLY
MAX. SPACING TO BE 35'

ONE APPROACH SPAN @ 7'-0" WHEN LESS THAN 100' TO NEXT CORNER OR PULL POST
TWO APPROACH SPANS @ 7'-0" EACH WHEN MORE THAN 100' TO NEXT CORNER OR PULL POST
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GATE POST (MIXED)
5" MIN. DIA. @ 10' LENGTH

ANCHOR PLATE

PRIVATE PROPERTY

PRIVATE FENCE TERMINAL INSTALLATION

LEFT-SHAPE: AT LEAST 75% BOTTOM AND ALTERNATING WIRE OF WOVEN FABRIC FOR WOOD LINE POSTS.
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